Dealers choice: The Poker Analyzer
Instructions

Congratulations on the purchase of one of the most sophisticated cheating devices on the market. This
mock phone will allow you to know the winning seat every deal. This is ideal for the dealer who could
signal their friends playing.
Here’s how it works:
The deck of cards that came with your order has secret IR markings on all 4 sides of the deck. To the
naked eye the deck looks normal, but the deck is ready to be read! The poker analyzer has a secret
camera on the right side of phone (if looking at the screen). The side looks like it is all chrome but there
is actually a camera and purple UV lighting reading the deck of cards once the program is on. The
program will signal you with a wireless earpiece (provided). Every time the deck comes within 30-40 cm
of the camera readings it will spit out the winning seat in terms of 1,2,3,etc. So if the device reads
“one…one…one..one” that means small blind has the winning seat. I have videos showing this on:
www.howtomarkcards.com/poker-analyzer.html (there are 2 videos showing proof of device)

Once you receive your poker analyzer here is how you set it up to start practicing:
1. Charge “phone” or turn on phone. The device comes with a battery in the unit and an extra
battery.
2. Once device is turned on, explore it. It looks like a normal phone. Add contacts, etc to make it
look authentic.
3. Open the call dial like you were making a phone call and type the code: #3721# this will open up
the secret poker analyzer app.
4. The login screen should be set up as “English” with the user/pw typed in. All you have to do is
click “Login”
5. Once you are in the poker analyzer explore. Some of the buttons are useless but you can go to
the settings and set up if you want the device to read with the screen up (I call this practice
mode so you can test the product) or for the camera to read with screen down. When you are
playing the real game you should have device set up for screen down.
6. There is a player setting 2-26 players. Usually you will have this set between 7-9 players. You can
always change the setting with the volume button or by the remote switch that comes with your
poker analyzer. The + and – buttons control how many players during the game for a quick
switch.
7. While still in settings you can also control if you want the device to work with external speakers
or the ear bud that it comes with. Make sure you put the battery in the ear bud.

8. Starting the game: Go into the game and under “texas” the very first selection is the American
Texas hold-em rules. Choose the very first selection to play Texas Hold Em’. If there is a game in
mind, a good rule to go by is whatever the total amount of cards are on the table + how many
are in your hand is the amount of cards in the game selection. Like Texas Hold Em’ is 7 cards. If
you are playing 7 card stud or Omaha just explore the different selections and test/practice with
the cards to see if it is the correct game.
For visual setup instructions visit:
www.howtomarkcards.com/setup-poker-analyzer.html

